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ABSTRACT 
Numerous individuals have perfonned wind tunnel tests and flight tests 
employing half delta strak:es for perfonnance benefits. For this reason, half delta strakes 
were designed, fabricated, and mounted on a Piper Navajo; a performance flight test was 
performed. The results of these tests are compared to the results of identical tests 
conducted by Mr. Courtney Cumberbatch at the University of Tennessee Space Institute 
in the year 2000. The test employed six half delta strake prototypes manufactured with 
advanced composite materials. The six prototypes were tested with a 60 degree strake 
angle and a 75 degree strake angle. These prototypes were designed to be interference 
drag reducing devices for the Piper Navajo twin-engine airplane and were flight tested for 
performance benefits. 
Both the 60 and 75-degree strakes tested during this study were mounted with an 
18% overlap and 2°/4 gap. These design and mounting measurements were replicated 
from the Cumberbatch study. The 60-degree strakes provided 2.4% reduction in the 
minimum power required and a 2.00/o reduction in maximum range power required. The 
75-degree strakes provided a 5 .0% reduction of the minimum power required and a 
3. 75% reduction in maximum range power required. These reductions are much smaller 
than the reductions reported in the Cumberbatch study. Cumberbatch reported that the 
75-degree strakes used in his test reduced the minimum required horsepower by 16.2% 
and the maximum range power required by I 5 .6%. These large differences may have 
been caused by the use of different data collection consoles and an error in the flight 
instruments aboard the aircraft during the Cumberbatch flight tests. 
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The 75-degree strakes provide better drag reduction benefits. Both the 60-degree 
and 75-degree strakes tested in this study decreased the maximum range speed and 
required horsepower and the maximum endurance speed and required horsepower of the 
Navajo. For an average cruise condition of 2200 RPM and 170 Brake Horse Power per 
engine, the 75-degree strake configuration can provide a 50 mile increase in range and a 
20 minute increase in endurance. The data also determined that the strakes did not effect 
the high speed performance of the Navajo.. All data suggests that this strake design is 
optimum for increasing the maximum range and endurance performance of the Piper 
Navajo with only a few knots decrease in airspeed and without effecting the cruise 
performance. 
VI 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
Description of Strake Technology and Tbeoq 
Through wind tunnel testing employing smoke, it has been proven by John E. 
Lamar at the NASA Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia in 1978 that delta 
shaped strakes create vortices in an air flow. For this reason, strake (Flow Energizer) 
technology has been an area ·of growing interest. ·Many studies have been conducted on 
the benefits of strake configurations for fighter aircraft as well as for general aviation 
aircraft. 
"The benefits of strakes include minimal drag interference at or below the cruise 
angle of attack, energizing:of the upper surface boundary layer, and minimal strake area 
is needed to produce a significant contribution to the total lift" (1). A strake is a vortex­
generating device, placed above the leading edge of a wing to energize the upper surface 
boundary layer by creating turbulent flow. As air molecules flow over a wing the 
pressure decreases, reaching a minimum pressure at the maximum wing thickness. The 
pressure then gradually increases as the molecules progress toward the wings trailing 
edge. This increase in pressure is referred to as an adverse pressure gradient and is the 
source of lift induced drag (2). The adverse pressure gradient causes the flow to separate 
from the aerodynamic surface, which increases the overall drag. Lift induced drag is 
caused by the air flow separating at the trailing edge of the wing. At low angles of attack 
the adverse pressure gradient is small and the flow has enough energy to overcome the 
gradient, so the flow remains attached to the surface for a longer period of time. As the 
angle of attack increases, the adverse pressure gradient becomes larger and the air 
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molecules do not have enough energy to overcome the adverse pressure gradient. This 
increased pressure gradient causes the flow to ·separate from the wing. 
Another form of drag occurs when the air flow travels across adjoining surfaces 
such as the fuselage-to-wing and wing-to-engine nacelle intersections. Drag caused by 
adjoining surfaces is referred to as interference drag or separation drag, and it causes the 
flow to separate from both of the adjoining surfaces. The difference between lift induced 
drag and interference drag is that the flow separation occurs on two airplane surfaces 
forming a corner, such as where the wing mounts to the fuselage or where the engine 
nacelles mount to the wing. 
One method of decreasing the interference drag at these intersections is to impart 
more energy to the air molecules, allowing the air to overcome the adverse pressure 
gradient and remain attached to the surfaces longer. One method of adding energy to the 
air molecules is to create vortices in the flow, making the flow more turbulent. Since 
delta shaped strakes are proven to create vortices in the flow, it has been assumed that 
strakes could be used to reduce interference drag. 
Strakes Used to Decrease Interference Drag 
"Interference Drag usually comprises only 2 to 5 percent of the overall drag" (3). 
Throughout the remainder of this thesis interference drag will be referred to as the drag 
created from early separation of the air flow at the wing-to-fuselage intersection and the 
wing-to-engine nacelle intersections only. Since strakes create vortices in the flow, 
which energize the upper surface boundary layer and reduce early flow separation, all 
types of strakes have been invented and utilized for several different applications. 
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A Vortex Generating VG Kit for any Piper Navajo, which include delta strakes, 
can currently be purchased from Boundary Layer Research Company for approximately 
$4,000.00 dollars. Boundary Layer Research Company advertises that this kit will reduce 
stall speed by 10 knots, decrease minimum controllable speed, and increase gross takeoff 
weight. These performance improvements are all low speed improvements, which would 
be expected since the adverse pressure gradient is higher at slower airspeeds. 
Studies conducted by Dr. William Wentz revealed that the vortex created by a 
strake is related to the shape and sweep of the strake. Wentz's studies determined that 
"angles between 60 to 75 degrees are optimum to create the most effective vortices" (4). 
Mr. Thomas Wallis conducted a wind tunnel investigation into the benefits of 
delta strakes for reduction of interference drag while a student at the Wichita State 
University. Wallis's study focused on strakes "mounted parallel to the wing on a half 
model twin-engine airplane at different overlap and gap configurations" (5). Figure· I. I 
depicts how overlap, gap, and convergence relate to each other. Overlap is the distance 
the strake extends past the leading edge of the airfoil and is a key factor in determining 
the position where the local flow and vortex flow mix. Gap refers to the distance 
between the strake and the wing surface at a point perpendicular to the chord line. This 
distance determines how much of the vortex flow interacts with the local airflow over the 
wing. Convergence is the ratio of the gap height to the distance between the leading edge 
of the wing and the strake. Wallis's studies conducted with delta strakes at the Wichita 
State University determined that "a low convergence ratio provided the best drag 
reduction results". Wallis wind tunnel study also included evaluations of cambered and 
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Figure 1.1. Diagram Illustrating Overlap, Gap, and Convergence Ratio (5) 
mounted at an 18% overlap and 2% gap provided the best interference drag reduction 
benefits" ( 6). 
In the year 2000, Courtney Cumberbatch (7) while a student at the University of 
Tennessee Space Institute, fabricated metal strakes and conducted a performance flight 
test experiment on a Piper Navajo, NI IUT. The strakes were mounted at the wing to 
engine nacelle and the wing to nacelle intersections in hopes that the strakes would 
reduce the airplanes interference drag by creating vortices in the flow in order to keep the 
flow attached to the wing and fuselage surfaces for a longer period of time. Figure 1 .2 
shows how the strakes are used as flow energizers. Mr. Cumberbatch's experiment 
employed 75-degree half delta strakes mounted at the wing-to-fuselage intersections and 
4 
the wing-to-nacelle intersections on a general aviation twin-engine Piper Navajo airplane 
in hopes of improving aircraft performance. 
Cumberbatch reported performance enhancements of 15. 6%, the drag coefficient 
was reduced by 18.84%, the lift to drag ratio was increased by 10. 16%, and that the 
overall perfonnance of the aircraft was improved by 26.69% (7). 
Figure 1.2. Diagram of Strakes Energizing the Flow with Vortices and Extending 
Flow Separation (7) 
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CHAPTER II 
DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND MOUNTING OF THE HALF DELTA STRAKES 
Strake Design 
The strake design and mounting dimensions were obtained from the information 
provided by the Cumberbatch study. The Wentz and Wallis studies were used to verify 
that the Cumberbatch dimensions were consistent with other available research studies. 
These dimensions included sweep angle, overlap distance, and the need for a cambered 
strake surface. The sweep angles of60 and 75-degrees were chosen based on the 
findings of Wentz' s research in 1971 .  The overlap distance of 1 8% of the local chord 
length, a gap of 2% of the local chord length, and the need for a cambered surface were 
obtained from Wallis's research in 198 1 .  Appendix A, Table A. 1 provides the design 
specifications used to manufacture the strakes. 
Plain weave unidirectional and bi-directional fiberglass fabric combined with an 
EZ epoxy hardener number EZ 83 and epoxy resin EZ l O composite materials were 
chosen for their ease of forming and shaping, their strength to weight characteristics, and 
the fact that they are easy to fabricate and maintain. A wet lay-up manufacturing 
technique was used to fabricate the strakes. 
Fabrication of the Strakes 
Six strakes were produced for this flight test. Strakes were placed at both the 
wing to fuselage intersections, and one on each side of the engine nacelles. It was 
determined that a three-step lay-up procedure was needed. The first lay-up was the delta 
strake itself. In order to match the wing camber, the upper surface of the Navajo wing 
was chosen as the mold. Figure 2. 1 depicts the Navajo wing being used as a mold to lay-
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up the inboard and outboard engine nacelle strakes. This allowed both the wing and the 
strake to have the same camber. Once the first lay-up was cured, the strakes were 
trimmed with a 12 inch band saw to an angle of 60 degrees. After the 60-degree flight 
test was accomplished the strakes were removed from the aircraft and trimmed to 75 
degrees. The composite material allowed for only one strake to be manufactured for both 
the 60 and 75-degree strakes. 
The second lay-up was the strake-mounting flange. The strake mounting flanges 
for the engine Nacelles consisted of a flat lay-up molded from a tabletop and can be seen 
in Figure 2.2. Once the flange lay-�p cured, it was cut to the correct shape and fitted for 
the particular mounting location. The flanges were then trimmed using a 12" band saw 
and all the mounting holes were drilled with a .25-inch drill bit. The third lay-up bonded 
the strake to the flange. 
Figure 2.1 First Strake Lay-Up Procedure Using the Navajo Wing as the Mold 
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Figure 2.2. Engine Nacelle Flange Lay-Up 
Figure 2.3. Strake to Flange Lay-Up 
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This was accomplished by securing the strake in the appropriate position on the 
flange and then laying-up 2 inch fabric strips between the flange and the strake. This lay­
up procedure is depicted in Figure 2.3. Since the flange was laid up 
Separately, the drilling and shaping of the flanges were easier to accomplish. Once the 
strakes were fabricated they were sanded, primed, and painted. The dimensions for all six 
flanges can be found in Appendix A, Table A. l and A2� 
Mounting the Strak es 
The strakes were mounted between the skin of the aircraft and the existing 
fiberglass fairings. The strakes were designed and fabricated in order to take advantage 
of the pre-existing mounting holes used to attach these fairings to the airframe. This 
allowed the strakes to be mounted as a direct add on to the aircraft with no changes 






The aircraft used to flight test the strakes was UTSI' s P A3 1-3 10 Piper Navajo, 
Nl I UT and is shown in Figure 3 . 1 .  The Navajo is a twin engine, non-pressurized, multi 
purpose aircraft with retractable landing gear. This aircraft is equipped with two 
Lycoming TI0-540-A2C turbo-charged, fuel injected, six cylinder, horizontally opposed 
engines each rated at 3 10 Horse Power at 2575 RPM and maximum manifold pressure is 
46 in. Hg from sea level up to 15,800 feet. The aircraft utilizes a trapezoidal wing 
planform with a span of 40.67 feet. It has a wing area of 229 square feet. All the 
specifications for the Piper Navajo were obtained from Dr. Ralph Kimberlin's 
Performance Lab Notebook (8) and are shown in detail in Appendix C. 
Figure 3.1. Picture of the Test Aircraft PAJ 1-3 10 Piper Navajo 
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Measurement Instruments 
Several flight test parameters needed to be obtained. This task was accomplished 
through the use of the flight instrumentation already installed on the test aircraft. This 
installed and calibrated test instrumentation system includes student consoles housing an 
airspeed indicator, an altimeter, manifold pressure indicator, digital RPM indicators for 
the left and right engines, a digital ambient air temperature indicator, and a channel 
selector allowing other aerodynamic parameters to be measured. A picture of the 
instrumentation console used to collect flight test data is shown in figure 3 .2. 
Figure 3.2 The Instrumentation Console Aboard the Piper Navajo 
1 1  
1 .  Airspeed Indicator 
The airspeed indicator measures the aircraft's  speed in knots. Airspeed indicators are 
designed to display the difference between the pitot pressure and the static pressure of the 
aircraft. It is calibrated to sea level conditions. For this reason all observed airspeeds will 
be corrected for non-standard conditions and errors associated within the instrument will 
be corrected using calibration charts provided by the electrical engineer Michael Liegh. 
This calibration data will allow the calibrated airspeed to be calculated from the test data. 
For reasons of accuracy the same airspeed indicator was used to collect airspeed data for 
all of the flight tests. 
2. Altimeter 
The altimeter is a highly accurate barometer, which measures the altitude of the 
aircraft in feet. Altimeters are equipped with a Kolsman Window, which allows the non­
standard pressure offset to be manually changed. For flight test purposes this window is 
set to 29. 92, which is the barometric pressure for a standard atmospheric day. The 
calibration chart for the altimeter can be found in appendix B. 
3 .  Manifold pressure Indicator 
The manifold pressure indicator measures the manifold pressures of each engine 
and is used for determining the engine horsepower. 
4. RPM Indicator 
The digital RPM indicator measures the number of rotations of the left and right 
propeller per minute. This information combined with the manifold pressure are used 
when determining engine horse power. 
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5. Ambient Temperature Indicator 
The digital ambient temperature indicator provides the temperature outside of the 
aircraft. 
6. Fuel Quantity Indicator 
The fuel quantity indicator determines the amount of fuel burned in gallons per hour. 
This information is used in calculating the weight of the aircraft at each test point. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FLIGHT TESTING THE STRAKES 
Pumose 
The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the interference drag reduction benefits of 
60 and 75-degree half delta strakes mounted on a Piper Navajo twin engine airplane. The 
results will then be compared to a similar test conducted by Mr. Courtney Cumberbatch. 
Scope of Tests 
Three performance flight tests were executed on three different days. The first 
test was conducted on September 27, 200 I with the 60-degree strakes mounted. The 
second flight test was the baseline test conducted on September 28, 2001 with no strakes 
mounted. The third and final flight test was conducted on November 15, 2001 with the 
75-degree strakes mounted. All three-performance flight tests were conducted from the 
Tullahoma Regional Airport, Tullahoma, Tennessee in VMC conditions. The maximum 
altitude of testing was 7,400 feet pressure altitude and the maximum airspeed achieved 
was 177 knots. 
Method of Test 
The Level Flight Performance test method was chosen for flight testing the 
strakes. This method consists of stabilizing the aircraft at maximum airspeed. Observed 
airspeed, pressure altitude, temperature, engine RPM, manifold pressure, and fuel 
quantity were recorded. The aircraft was then stabilized at a lower power setting and the 
same data was again recorded. This procedure was repeated until the minimum level 
flight speed was obtained. 
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This method allows the flight test engineer to statistically normalize the data 
collected. Once the data is nonnalized, a power-required curve that is correct for all 
airplane weights and air densities may be obtained. Lift and drag coefficients for each 
configuration tested can be mathematically obtained as well. 
Baseline Level Flight Performance Evaluation 
The baseline performance flight test was conducted on September 2g, 200 1 .  This 
flight test was conducted in order to obtain a power-required curve for the aircraft in its 
clean configuration without the strakes mounted. 
Performance Evaluation With 60-Degree Strakes Mounted 
The 60-degree strakes were mounted on the airframe as discussed in chapter 11 . 
Once the strakes were mounted a level flight performance test was accomplished on 
September 27, 2001 .  This flight test was performed identically to the baseline test · 
procedures described in the paragraph above. 
Performance Evaluation With 75-Degree Strak es Mounted 
The 7 5-degree strakes were mounted on the airframe as discussed in chapter II. 
Once the strakes were mounted a level flight perfonnance test was accomplished on 
November 15, 200 1 .  This flight test was performed identically as the previous test 
procedures described in the paragraph above. 
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CHAPTER V 
DATA REDUCTION METHODOLOGY 
PIW-VIW Method 
The PIW-VIW data reduction method · provided in Dr. Ralph Kimberlin' s 
textbook entitled Performance Flight Testing (8) was used to reduce the flight test data. 
"This method allows the flight test engineer to obtain a power-required curve for the test 
aircraft that is good for all airplane weights and air densities" (8). Power required curves 
were derived for the test aircraft in the baseline and strakes mounted configuration. Once 
this was accomplished, the curves can be contpar� and evaluated. 
''In order to use the PIW-VIW flight test methodology two assumptions are made. 
The first assumption is that the lift and drag coefficients are constant at a given angle of 
attack. The second is that propeller efficiency is constant" (8). Once these assumptions 
are made a power required curve can be obtained by reducing the flight test data to PIW 
and VIW values using the ��ns contained in Appendix D. The PIW values are then 
plotted against the VIW values. In order to normalize the data into a straight line, PIW 
times VIW is plotted versus VIw4 and a line is faired through the data points. From these 
statistically normalized straight line values of PIW and VIW, a power-required curve for 
the aircraft may be obtained. 
Maximum Range Speed 
Once the power curve is obtained, the maximum range speed for the test aircraft 
can be determined. The maximum range speed is the speed that corresponds to the 
maximum lift to drag ratio. This speed can be determined by drawing a line from the 
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origin to a point tangent to the nonnalized PIW-VIW curve. The corresponding VIW 
speed at this point is the maximum range speed. 
Maximum Endurance Speed 
The maximum endurance speed for the test aircraft is obtained from the same 
normalized PIW-VIW curve. The maximum endurance speed corresponds to the 
minimum power required speed and is found by drawing a line tangent to the bottom 
portion of the curve. The corresponding speed is the maximum endurance speed. 
Lift and Drag Coefficients 
The values obtained from the PIW-VIW data reduction are used to calculate the 
lift and drag coefficients. The equation derivation for the lift and drag coefficients can be 
found in Appendix B. Once the lift and drag coefficients are obtained, they are used to 
obtain plots of Co vs. Ct ( drag polars), Cn vs. CL 2, and LID vs. Ci. 




l. Power Required· Curve 
The PIW-VIW plot for the baseline configuration of the Piper Navajo is shown in 
Appendix B, Figure B.1. This plot shows that the maximum range speed is 120 knots at a 
horsepower of 240. The plot also shows that the maximum endurance speed is 93 knots 
at a required horsepower of 215. The minimum horsepower required for this 
configuration is 215 horsepower. 
2. Lift to Drag Ratio 
A plot of the lift to drag ratio for the Piper Navajo in the baseline configuration is 
shown in Appendix B, Figure B .2. This plot shows that the maximum lift to drag ratio ·of 
11 is attained at a lift coefficient of O. 560. 
60-degree Strake Configuration Test Results 
1 .  Power Required Curve 
The PIW-VIW plot for the 60-degree strake configuration is shown in Appendix 
B, Figure B.3. This plot shows that in this configuration the Piper Navajo attains a 
maximum range speed of 118 knots at a horsepower of 23 5. The plot also shows that the 
maximum endurance speed is 92 with a required horsepower of 209. The minimum 
horsepower required for this configuration is 209 horsepower. 
2. Lift to Drag Ratio 
The plot of the lift to drag ratio vs. lift coefficient is shown in Appendix B, Figure 
B.4. 
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This plot shows that the maximum lift to drag ratio of 11.3 is attained at a lift coefficient 
of 0.559. 
75-Degree Strake Configuration Test Results 
1. Power Required Curve 
The PIW-VIW plot for the 75-degree strake configuration is shown in Appendix 
B, Figure B.5. This plot shows that in this configuration the Piper Navajo attains a 
maximum range speed of 117 knots with a required horsepower of 231. The plot also 
shows that the maximum endurance speed is 90 with a required horsepower of 205. The 
minimum horsepower required for this configuration is 205 horsepower. 
2. Lift to Drag Ratio 
The plot of the lift to drag ratio vs. lift coefficient is shown in Appendix B Figure 
B.6. This plot shows that the maximum lift to drag ratio of 11.558 is attained at a lift 
coefficient of 0. 563. 
Data Trends and Benefits Comparisons 
Figure 6.1. depicts that the power required curves shift downward and slightly to 
the right with the application of the strakes. This data supports that the 60-degree and 75-
strakes did reduce interference drag resulting in a shift of the power-required curve. The 
power curve plotted in blue represents the 60-degree strake configuration. This 
configuration increases the range of the aircraft by approximately 25 miles cruising at 
10,00 feet pressure altitude with the engines set at 230 brake horse power. The power 
required curve plotted in yellow represents the 75-degree strake configuration. The 75-
degree strakes provided the best increase in range and endurance. At an engine power 
setting of 2200 RPM and 170 Brake Horse Power per engine, the range of the Piper 
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COMPARISON OF THE NORMALIZED POWER CURVES IN THE 
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Figure 6.1. The Effects of Strakes on the Power Required Curve 
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Navajo can be increases increased approximately 50 miles and the endurance increased 
approximately 20 minutes. The 75-degree strake configuration provided the best drag 
reduction. 
The strakes reduce the minimum power required from 215 hp in the baseline 
configuration to 209 in the 60-degree strake configuration, and to 205 in the 75-degree 
strake configuration. This provides a reduction in the minimum power required for the 
aircraft as shown in Table 6. 1 .  The strakes also shifted the maximum -endurance speed of 
the aircraft from 93 knots to 92 knots with the 60-degree strakes, and then to 90 knots 
with the 75-degree strakes. 
The maximum range speed was changed from :120 in the baseline configuration to 
118 knots in the 60-degree configuration, and 117 knots in the 75-degree configuration. 
The maximum range horsep9wer was �so ·�wered from 240 horsepower in the baseline 
configuration to 235 with the 60-degree strakes, and to 231 horsepower in the 75-degree 
strake configuration. 
Table 6.1. Power, Range, and Endurance Benefits of the 60 and 75-
Degree Strakes ( 6) 
POWER 
Minimum 
REQUIRED REDUCTION 'IN 
CONFIGURATION " Power 
REDUCTION FOR MAXIMUM 




BASELINE 21 5 235 ;, i. 1 20 
�O DEGREE STRAKES 209 2.4% 235 0% 1 20 
75 DEGREE STRAKES 205 5.0% 235 0% 1 20 
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Cumberbatch' s figures are more than three times as high for the reduced 
maximum endurance power benefits, and he reports nearly the same power reduction 
benefits for maximum endurance power required. Cumberbatch' s data for the strake 
condition correlates with the data in this thesis, but his baseline data is extremely high. 
This data was most likely incorrect due to the data collection method. Cumberbatch 
collected the baseline data from the co-ipilots instruments, which had not been calibrated, 
and then collected the strake data from the passenger's instrument- console, which had 
been calibrated. These results are compared to the Cumberbatch studies in Table 6.2. 
The data Cumberbatch collected from the calibrated instruments correlates to the data 
presented in this thesis, but the data collected from the uncalibrated instrumentation 
varies significantly. 
Strake Effects On the Drag Polar 
The drag polars for the baseline and strake conditions are shown in Figure 6.2: 
These curves reflect the power required curve in that the drag is reduced at the lift 
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238.1 5 1 5.60% 1 1 7.5 
coefficients (CL) that corresponds to lower airspeeds. The lift coefficient values 
corresponding to high airspeeds are unaffected. The zero lift coefficient of the Navajo is 
.027 for the baseline and both of the strake configurations. 
The drag is reduced starting at lift coefficients of .6 and continue through the low 
end of the power curve. Even though the lift curve slope is not linear in the high lift 
coefficient and low speed spectrum, the drag polar indicates that this strake design 
provides low speed performance benefits while at the same time it does not take away 
from the airplanes high-speed perfonnance. 
DRAG POLARS COMPARISON OF THE BASELINE AND STRAKE 
CONFIGURATIONS 
0.0000 ---------------------
0.0000 0.2000 0.4000 0.6000 0.8000 1 .0000 1 .2000 1 .4000 
CL 
♦ BASELINE 
■ 60 DEGREE STRAKES 
75 DEGREE STRAKES 
-Poly. (BASELINE) 
-Poly. (60 DEGREE STRAKES) 
-Poly. (75 DEGREE STRAKES) 
Figure 6.2. The Effects of Strakes on the Drag Polar 
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Operators of twin engine Piper Navajos could use these strakes to increase their 
optimum range and endurance speeds. The data also suggests that the drag reduction 
produced from these strakes would probably increase takeoff and climb performance and 
lower the minimum takeoff speed of the aircraft. Further testing for takeoff and climb 
performance would be needed to verify this assumption. However, this flight test 
detennined that the 60 and 75-degree strake design provided low speed performance 
enhancements without effecting the airplanes cruise �ormance. 
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CHAPTER VIl 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
Both the 60 and 75-degree strakes tested during this study were mounted with an 
18% overlap and 2% gap. These design and mounting measurements were replicated 
from the Cumberbatch study. The 60-degree strakes provided 2.4% reduction in the 
minimum power required and a 2. 00/o reduction in maximum range power required. The 
75-degree strakes provided a 5.00/4 reduction of the minimum power required and a 
3 .  75% reduction in maximum range power required. These reductions are much smaller 
than the reductions reported in the Cumberbatch study. Cumberbatch reported that the 
75-degree strakes used in his test reduced the minimum required horsepower by 16.2% 
and the maximum range power required by 15 .6%. These large differences may have 
been caused by the use of different data collection consoles and an error in the flight 
instruments aboard the aircraft during the Cumberbatch flight tests. 
The 75-degree strakes provide better drag reduction benefits. Both the 60-degree 
and 75-degree strakes tested in this study improved the maximum range speed and the 
maximum endurance speed of the Navajo. For an average cruise condition of2200 RPM 
and 170 Brake Horse Power per engine, the 75-degree strake configuration can provide a 
50 mile increase in range and a 20 minute increase in endurance. The data also 
determined that the strakes did not effect the high speed performance of the Navajo. All 
data suggests that this strake design is optimum for increasing the maximum range and 
endurance perfonnance of the Piper Navajo with only a few knots decrease in airspeed 
and no effect on the cruise performance. 
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Recommendations 
The strakes reductions of the Navajos power required curve indicates that this 
strake design would be able to improve the airplanes rate of climb performance and 
reduce the stalling speed. The first recommendation is to perform more tests with this 
strake design. Such tests should include a test to determine the climb performance 
improvements of the Piper Navajo with theses strakes mounted. Other tests that 
should be conducted include stall speed reduction tests, minimum takeoff speed tests, 
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Strak e Design Specifications 








Root 9.42 1 .7 0.188 0.821 
Inboard Nacelle 7.1 7 1 .29 0.143 0.572 
Outboard Nacelle 6.21 1 .1 2  0.124 0.441 
Table A.2. Strake Length and Mounting Dimensions 
Location 
Local Wing Length of 
Mounting Distance Above Wing (in.) 
Chord (ft.) Strake (in) 
Root 9.42 20.4 2.256 
Inboard Nacelle 7.1 7 15.48 1 .71 6 
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Figure B.l. Normalized Power Curve For the Baseline Configuration 
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Figure B.2. Normalized Power Curve For the 60-Degree Strake Configuration 
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Dr. Ralph Kimberlin 
Level Flight Performance 
FTE's: 
Data: 
Configuration: aean, gear up, weight 6165. 74 lbs., 75-Degree Strakes Mounted 
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60-Degree Strakes 
Configuration: Clean, gear up, weight 6165.74 lbs., 60-Degree Strakes Mounted 
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Fipre B.S. Lift to Drag Ratio Vs. CL for the 60-Degree Strake Configuration 
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Dr. Ralph Kimberlin 
Level Flight Performance 
FTE's: 
Data: 
Configuration: Clean, gear up, weight 6165.74 lbs., 75-Degree Strakes Mounted 
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Figure B.6. Lift to Drag Ratio Vs. CL for the 75-Degree Strake Configuration 
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APPENDIX C 
Pictures of the 75-Degree Strakes Mounted on the Piper Navajo 
Figure C.l. Picture of the 75-Degree Left Root Strake Mounted to Left Fuselage 
Figure C.2. Picture of the 75-Degree Right Root Strake Mounted to Right Fuselage 
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Figure C.3. Picture of the 75-Degree Left Inboard Nacelle Strake Mounted to the Left 
Engine Nacelle 
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Figure C.4. Picture of the 75-Degree Right Inboard Nacelle Strake Mounted to the Right 
Engine Nacelle 
Figure C.S. Picture of the 75-Degree Left Outboard Nacelle Strake Mounted to the Left 
Engine Nacelle 
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Figure C.6. Picture of the 75-Degree Right Outboard Nacelle Strake Mounted to the 






Maximum Gross Weight 
APPENDIX D 
Piper Navajo Specifications 
Vs Full Flaps, Gear Down, Power Off, 6500 Lbs. 
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620 HP. (3 10 HP ./Eng.) 
229 Sq. Ft. 
40.67 Ft. 
9.42 Ft. 
7. 17 Ft. 
6500 Lbs. 
63 KCAS 
74 KCAS . 
1 59 
APPENDIX E 
Data Reduction Equations 
PIW-VIW Equations for Level Flight Performance 
V c = Calibrated Airspeed 
Vo = Observed Airspeed 
AVtc = Airspeed Instrument Correction 
AVpos = Airspeed Position Correction 
HPc = Hpo + AHPc + AHpos 
HPc = Calibrated Pressure Altitude 
Hpo = Observed Pressure Altitude 
AHPc = Altimeter Instrument Correction 
AHpos = Altimeter Position Error 
Ta = To + AT1c 
Ta = Ambient Temperature 
To = Observed Temperature 




8 = Temperature Ratio 
Ta = Ambient Temperature 
Ts1 = Standard Sea Level Temperature 
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The temperature ratio is calculated using the observed outside air temperature in degrees 
Celsius and the following equation. 
0 = (Ta + 273 . 1 5) 288 . 15 
Where 288. 1 5 is the absolute temperature at standard sea level conditions in degrees 
Kelvin. 
a =  Pa (1 - (6.875585x10-6 xHPct·
255163 
21 1 6.2 1 7 
6 = Pressure Ratio 
Pa = Ambient Pressure 
HPc = Calibrated Pressure Attitude 
'5 pa 
CJ' = - = -
8 p,l 
a = Density Ratio 
6 = Pressure Ratio 
a = Temperature Ratio 
Pa = Ambient Air Density 
ps1 = Standard Sea Level Density 
V c = Calibrated Airspeed 
WT = The aircraft weight at the time the test data point was collected 
W s = The standard aircraft gross takeoff weight 
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• I 
BHPT = The brake horse power at the test point determined from Engine Charts 
supplied by the engine manufacturer 
u r = The density ratio at the time the test point was recorded 
W s = The standard gross takeoff weight of the test aircraft 
WT = The calculated weight of the aircraft at the test point 
C = 2L 
L 
VJW2S Po 
Equations for Calculating Lift and Drag Coefficients 




= . 0023 77 -
3
- = standard sea level density 
ft 
VIW is obtained form the VIW-PIW curve 
In level unaccelerated flight lift is equal to weight therefore the equation can be written: 
C = 2Ws 
L 
VIW2S Po 
Where W s is  equa1 to the standard gross takeoff weight. 
In order to determine the drag coefficient Co it is necessary to calculate the thrust 
required (FR). In orderto calculate FR an assumption is made that the propeller efficiency 
is a constant value of . 83. This assumption was detennined from Dr. Ralph Kimberlin' s 
textbook entitled Performance Flight Testing. Using the values obtained in the PIW-
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VIW normalization curve the following equation can be used to calculate the thrust 
required. 
Where 1]p = .83 
In level unaccelerated flight, thrust is equal to drag, therefore the equation for calculating 
the drag coefficient is written as: 
D = Drag 
Oswald's Efficiency Factor 






AR =  The aspect Ratio of the Wing 




Data Reduction Tables 
Calculations for the Baseline Configuration Flight Test 
Table F.1. Instrument Correction for Airspeed, Altitude, and Temperature Computations 
Along With Pressure and Density Ratios for Baseline Configuration 
RN# � � \C I-lb � � i ls 6 0 O' 
1 mo 17l5 17.15 3lD � 158 2llO 21.7 Qav.3 Q97i!i am;a 
2 mo -ms 00 3C) 3r.D 1i1 Zl3 320 Clam Q97ffi Q9118 
3 mo ffi5 u; lID :ml 1i4 Zl6 322 aam a� 09143 
4 157.0 1!:B fil lID :ml '85 Zl7 322 .aam agm Q9143 
5 ti}() 151 � m :ml 1i2 294 322 aam agm 09143 
6 1«lO 141.5 ms E) :ml 158 290 322 aam a� 09143 
7 mo m m am ZD 157 29 326 am am asm 
8 mo 172.3 'm3 am ZD 158 ZlO 326 am am asm 
9 mo 111.6 1B6 am ZD 159 Zl1 326 am am agm 
1) � � � am ZD 158 ZlO 326 am am agm 
11 8l0 6/ M am ZD 157 29 326 am am agm 
1 1740 1745 1745 !Bl) $!) 152 24 '1112 08157 aem 08113 
2 mo -ms 00 !Bl) $!) 15 22 '1112 Q8t57 aem Q8Ji9 
3 mo ms ffl !Bl) $!) 14.7 2!7.9 '1112 08157 aem 08Ji9 
4 157.0 1!:B "51 !Bl) $!) 14.7 Z/.9 '1112 08157 aem 08Ji9 
5 151.0 � ffl !Bl) $!) 14 Z/2 '1112 08157 Qgg) Q8Ji9 
6 160 1445 1425 !Bl) $!) 135 7B.7 '1112 08157 aem a8Ji9 
7 137.0 m 137 5«D 54D 139 2!7.1 '111.4 08187 Q{ml am 
8 1120 Q3 11l3 sm sm 14.1 2!7.3 '111B rugs Qt81) Qafi7 
9 mo 1186 117.6 sm sm 14.1 Z/.3 '111B rugs Qt81) am 
10 mo ms ms sm sm 14 Z/2 '111B QEQS Qt81) am 
11 mo 91 fB sm sm 14.1 Z/.3 '111B UEQS Qt81) am 
I 12 ffiO m m sm sm 14.1 Z/.3 '111B moo Q9J() am 
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Table F .2. Power and Weight calculations for the Baseline Configuration 
IBl IB\ NPo 1-PA.J 1-PA.J 1-P,ev,:,-� Fta "1ll.e. "'4- Y.I. 
am au> 325 a4() 48) 473.92 1EB 1134 6274.74 6M7.74 
au> am 315 23) 4:1) 454.17 187 1172 6m.74 6M7.74 
au> 34CX) ai8 212 � 418$ 1ffi 1110 625174 6M7.74 
am am 'ZI 193 3:12 E.00 183 1CIB 5m74 6M7.74 
au> 34CD 25 18) E �S) 181 1cm 6ZB74 6M7.74 
am am 228 175 E 34587 .100 1(B) 6ZD.74 6M7.74 
am 34CD 21.2 1S) 3D 2:6.72 179 1074 621474 6M7.74 
am 34CD 19 1� 276 27283 178 1cm 6m74 &Mr.74 
am � 17 12) � 237.Zl fT1 1CB2 6D274 ' 6a47.74 
am 34CD 155 110 ZD 217.$ fT1 1CB2 s;m,74 6347.74 
am am 16.5 115' 21) '01.48 176 1cm 6193.74 6a47.74 
3«l) 3(1) 33.5 2:B 518 f/Jl.EB 1EB 1014 6154.74 &M7.74 
am am 31.5 � 4EO 400.fB 1B 1CXB 614i74 6M7.74 
34CX) 3(1) ZJ.7 � 4EO 400.ffi 167 1cm 6142.74 . aa47.74 
am au> 'll.7 2E 410 4234 1ffi � 6ffi74 aa47.74 
34CX) am 25.8 100 E 373.� 164 l81, �.74 6a47.74 
am au> a1, 175 E 344.18 162 9i2 611274 sa47.74 
am 34CX) 72 170 3«) �.23 1!:B $1. Em4.74 SMT.74 
am am 2l.3 145 al) 3518 1ffi 948 EDB74 ·SMT.74 
am 3«D 18 1a3 2B 251.75 157 . 942 EIB274 6M7.74 
am 3«D 16 115 21) ZB.72 1$ � Elli674 6a47.74 
3«D am 14.7 � 100 1ffi.81 1$ � Eml74 6a47.74 
3«X) 3«D 17 110 Z!) 216$ 1$ QI) EDiU.74 6a47.74 
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w/Vlt. � \AV\la., � 
1CXXXXXXXD fBifl 177.83 478.2) 
fBXXXXXD 81537 175.!B 464.43 
mmm 7fm7 17J.21 450.55 
EHXXXXXD 74SIT 170.75 I 436.53 I 
mxmm 71<B7 168.18 42239 
7mmD ff1fJl 166.49 400.11 
7tmXXXD 6ffl7 162.ffi 3:a:� 
5SXDXXD 5:fJl 153.14 349.fB 
fIDXDlD fim7 149.53 334.62 
4faXXXXX) «:B:!1 145.66 319.52 
4axxmD 43B7 141.42 :1>4.32 
3SXXXXXX) 'HJ! 13178 3S;(B 
:mmm 'BJSl 131.61 273.82 
axxmm Zl1Sl · 11agz aM.17 
1cxmxm ZEE! 100.00 zn:y 
mxxm 21337 97.40 219.CB 
amxm ZBrl 94.57 21a21 
7mXDX) 19:87 91.47 217.� 
EmXXXD 18l37 88.01 21a57 
smxm 18537 84.00 Z!>.44 
4CXXXXXX) 1-ml 79.53 724.29 
mxxm 171:Y 74.01 I 231.$ 




Table F.4. Lift Coefficients, Thrust, Lift to Drag Ratio, Range and Endurance 
Calculations for the Baseline Configuration 
G. 
q_2 
� ½> lJD '-a � 
0.2fm 0.Cffi5 70.32 Q(0B a63 0 (] 
0.3521 0.CHI! 71500 aam a75 1a'.) 2.«J 
QE] QOil2 7tl3.55 aam aa3 
0.2700 QCJi62 EB1.48 aero, 9.02 Vea..wa PENJ..Al!Kl: 
0.2fm QCBB 679.29 am11 9.17 0 215 
Q29!) Q(HB ffil.01 am1s 9.33 00 215 
Q� 0.0018 ffi4.64 Qcm) 9.49 
Q3415 Q1183 617.43 QCX341 1QCB UDP/AX a.. 
QES Q12fl) E:ffi24 Q(ffi) 1Q25 11  Q$ 
Q3771 Q1472 5:835 Q(m2 1Q45 
0.� Q1fB7 58201 Q<Bi6 1Q65 
Q013 Q1aD 571.!:B Q{lB5 1Q77 
Q45i9 aam ffi2.74 Qot!) 1083 
Q!B]2 0.31� fffi.34 QCHB 11.CB 
Q7'JJ7 Q6253 SBCB Q0771 1Q29 
Qfm7 QEm4 8l3.32 QCBD 1Q07 
Qffi15 0.TTIO 624.CE aam 9.00 
agm QS:m 644.51 Q(m7 9.46 
1.0138 1.W9 671.71 Q112'2 9.00 
1.1CH> 1.2310 700.04 Q1297 858 
tzm 1.� 762.00 Q1fm 7.'dl 
1.4310 20Ql Be.24 Q1� 7.18 
1.75l3 30x6 �.00 Q2876 611 
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Calculations for the 60-Degree Strake Configuration Flight Test 
Table F.S. Instrument Correction for Airspeed, Altitude, and Temperature Computations 
Along With Pressure and Density Ratios for the 60-Degree Strake Configuration 
R.N# � � \C � � � ' Ta Ts 6 8 
1 1750 1755 1755 31D no 1i4 Effi a2177 aam 09'92 Q9143 
2 1B0 1B5 1B 3Il) no 1i2 E:B 22177 (18:IB Q9'92 Q9143 
3 -mo ms 1:B 31D no 1i3 E4> 22177 08:IB 09'92 Q9143 
4 1ffi0 151 1ffi 31D' no 1i2 E:B 22177 aam QQig2 Q9143 
5 147.0 143 145 31D :no 158 aB$ 22fll aam QQim Q9143 
6 am 14)5 1335 31D no 158 aB93 22177 aam QQi92 09143 
7 mo 131 m 31D 3ID 155 aBffi 22fll o.am QQi92 Q9143 
8 121.0 1233 121.3 31D 3ID 154 Effi 22fll 08:IB a� 09143 , 
9 -mo 111.6 -me E) am 154 aBffi 225"3 am : aem asm 
1J mo 93 93 E) am 15 : aB'6 225"3 000?2 aem asm 
11 ffi0 ffi ffi E) am 148 'B/.8>: 225'3 Qgpi aem asm 
1 1740 1745 1745 5ID 573) 158 aB$ 2i6813 am agm I Q&tB 
2 1itl0 005 170 5ID 573) 153 aB4> 2i68E am 09:IB QMB 
3 ffi0 ffi5 ffi 5ID 573) 152 aB:B 2i6813 aam aem QMB 
4 18:l0 ti) ffi 5m 57l) 15 aB'6 2i6813 aam Om:B asm 
5 1540 1ffi 153 5ID 57l) 151 3B23 2i68E rum; Q9IB aam 
6 147.0 1435 1415 5m 57l) 15 aB'6 2i6813 aam aem QMB 
7 -mo 137 ffi 5m 573) 145 'Bl.EB 2i68J3 aam aem Q&tB 
8 mo 131.3 "m3 SID 57l) 146 237.� 2i68E am Q9IB QMB 
9 121.0 1236 121.6 SID 57l) 145 237.ffi 2i68J3 am Q9IB aam 
1J 1120 1B5 1CD5 5tD 57l) 142 , aJl.$ 2i6813 am Q9IB QMB 
11 mo 93 ro ffiD Em) 142 'B/.:1> 'ET� 08157 Qgg') a� 
12 mo ffi al ffiD ffiD 14 237.'6 '81:xA Q8157 Qgg) a� 
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Table F.6. Power and Weight calculations for the,60--Degree Strake Configuration 
RPM,_ � MP0 HPA.T f-PALT tP,aw, C(M Fuel "'4ut. w, Ws 
2400 2400 325 240 48) 473.84 183 1134 6274.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 �.5 225 4EO 444.38 187 1122 623274 6274.74 
2400 2400 2.8.7 212 424 41a63 184 1104 6244.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 "Z1 195 39) 3&5.13 182 1002 623274 6274.74 
2400 2400 24.7 175 3ED · 345.87 181 1C&> �.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 23 165 � 326.10 179 1074 6214.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 21 145 29) 283.72 178 1008 �.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 19 132 264 261.00 178 1008 �.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 17 1 15 23) ZlJ.f/J 176 .1a56 6196.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 15.7 1<!5 210 '2D7.95 176 1re6 6196.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 17 1 15 23) 227.84 175 1aso 61�174 6274.74 
2400 2400 33.5 248 493 485.46 167 1002 614274 6274.74 
2400 2400 31.4 2'35 470 400.41 1ffi 9E6 6133.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 29.3 215 43) 421.30 164 � 6124.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 27.7 193 393 388.12 163 978 6118.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 ai1 183 378 370.42 100 900 6100.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 23.7 170 340 333.24 1!:B 954 Em4.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 22 155 310 304.10 158 948 am.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 'lD.3 140 200 2:14.62 157 942 W32.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 17.7 118 2$ 231.51 1$ � 007674 6274.74 
2400 2400 16 1 10 220 215.9'2 155 Eal 6)70.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 14.5 00 100 176.79 155 Eal 6)70.74 6274.74 
2400 2400 17 1 15 ZI) 225.93 155 9:1) 0070.74 6274.74 
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Table F. 7. PIW and VIW Nonnaliz.ation Calculations for the 60-Degree Strake 
Configuration 
RVV VMI PNIVN wl ""'- FINl\Mlm., \Mlm., 
453.15 175.!:D 7rzIZl.6 94fHi5400.1 1CDDDXD 84332 177.En 
02) 1ffi.16 71Em.5 �.6 mmm 81m 175.93 
«B.24 1fil� ffiBB.5.7 71271<!513.6 mmD) ..,-,m. 173.21 
37204 1$52 58233.4 �-1 fBXUXXD 7.m2 170.75 
334.EI> 146.93 40038.9 461«>4078.9 mxmm 7m32 1ffi.18 
316� 1�.17 4«X31.1 �3 7SXXXDD ,amz 1ffiA9 
278.59 129.ffi �28.3 332841ffi1 .5 7aDXXXX) 6m2 162.ffi 
253.ffi 121.94 Dl31.4 22111�7.7 59lXXXXD 52832 1S3.14 
2'Zl45 110.29 24533.3 1479473320 sxxmm 4m32 149.S3 
2X3.2i gi58 1m!l.5 i67ml.386 4SXXXXXD 45832 145.ffi 
223.00 ffi.51 1�5 SEi!l819.9 «mXXXD 42332 141 .42 
48110 175.3> 811462 !B74li443.2 mmm 38832 1�78 
437.00 171 .9> 75121.3 8731£8)41.6 mxxxm . E32 131.61 
401.CB 167.01 EB179.8 77MD443.1 2XXXXXID 28332 118.92 
370.02 161.01 fB>78.0 672134100.9 1cxxmm 21332 100.CD 
354.70 1$.17 'BJI/.7 579H51310 mmm aEI2 97.40 
319.51 148.ffi 4�3 488Z30027.1 amxxD 1� 94.51 
292()) 137.Cli «D25.4 �.6 7CXDllX) 1S232 91.47 
234.14 131.32 3E87.8 29743191).6 EDXXXm 1ffi32 EB.01 
223.00 123.57 27554.9 2331ZE44.0 ffiXXXXX) 17S32 84.00 
all� 102.17 21282.7 1�.0 4CXXXXXX) 17132 79.53 
171.07 91.S> 1fffi2.6 7WlBl>.O 3XXXXXX> 16432 74.01 
218.ffi 81.33 17784.4 4375Di5.9 2aXXXXX) 15132 ffi.87 

























Table F.8. Lift Coefficients, Thrust, Lift to Drag Ratio, Range and Endurance 
Calculations for the 60-Degree Strake Configuration 
G. 
G.2 
FR G, UD "-a: 
Q25fS 0.0055 721.29 O.<rl95 8.70 0 
02l21 O.C'J:!Ifl 700.3'2 O.� a& 1 18 
0.2585 Q0721 f!S72D O.crot a$ Vamwa 
OZl51 0.0700 684.94 O.<m4 9.10 93 
0.2840 O.CID5 672.55 a.am 9.25 0 
OZIZI O.<B57 EBl.04 O.Cl312 9.42 
O.:m? 0.CB16 647.43 O.Cl317 9.fll 
0.3415 0.1183 tm.3> Q<m, 10.19 93 
0.3575 0.1278 fa5.71 O.CX345 10.38 93 
0.3768 Q14Z} 584.33 O.� 10.00 . 
0.3m 0.1fa4 572.48 . o.cmo 10.81 
0.423.5 0.1794 ffi1.«l 0.0088 10.94 UDPtWC 
0.4570 O.alE !::61.73 0.0412 11.12 1 1.3 
0.558, 0.3121 541.� a.om 1 1.3> 
0.7ml 0.6Z29 516.'11 0.0746 10.61 
0.8295 O.EIBJ 
' 588.2'2 a.am 10.37 
0.871!} Q7f)1, tm.73 0.0072 1Q1 1  
o.� O.ffi11 621.72 O.ClB1 9.79 
1 .0129 1.<m} 647.00 0.1001 9.40 
' 
1 . 1� 1 .'0E/ 682.Cll 0.1248 8.91 
1.2381 1 .5329 732.65 0.1� a29 
1 .4293 2� 81 1.42 0.1916 7.48 












Calculations for the 75-Degree Strake Configuration Flight Test 
Table F.9. Instrument Correction for Airspeed, Altitude, and Temperature Computations 
Along With Pressure and Density Ratios for the 75-Degree Strake Configuration 
RN# '6 \t \C 1-"R> 1-R: lo ,;. ls 6 8 (J 
1 177.0 177.5 177.5 2iID '117u '68 � 7R.7 agm agm � 
2 17.30 1735 173 2ID El 17 2112 ED (l9E Q9ID QSffi 
3 1EO 1B5 1B 2H) Zt) 137 ES 7R.9 09Y2 oom � 
4 -mo 1D 1!B zm 2m 131 3133 7R.8 09:ffi 093t3 09?23 '  
5 ffiO 1D 154 2B) 2ID 131 3133 7R.9 CSY2 oom Q9M2 
6 w.o 1435 1435 2H) 2iU '6 2B2 E1 Q9(B ,agm 0083 
7 mo 1B m 21D 2iD 157 ES : E2 Q9fl2 � asm I 
8 12:iO 1Zl3 ms 21D 2iD 156 2B8 E2 Q9fl2 � OOIB 
9 1'BO tD3 1136 31D 3Q) 156 3E8 :m4 0983 09Bt CMB11 
1) 1Y.O 11) 1Y 31D 3Q) 152 2B4 aB4 09ffi 09Bt CSl1 
11 $0 93 95 2H) am "62 3B4 ES 09173 agw 0925 
12 ffi() ffi5 ffi5 31D 33) "62 2B4 aB3 09m ()gm ogra 
1 1720 1725 1725 7JD 7B) '6 2B2 2lJ8 a� 091B 08)Q 
2 1:f.0 1:f.5 1V 7JD 7B) 145 'HJ 2lJ8 a� 09m ams 
3 1DO 1D5 1D 7E 7lD 147 av.g 2135 aiUB 09IB OIDr2 
4 '!Y.O ffi 1i' 74D 74D t37 269 27J4 am 09IB 08ID 
5 131.0 12 tD 74D 74D t35 267 27J4 am 09IB 08ID 
6 14iO 1435 1445 74D 74D t34 3E6 '  2734 am 0983 08ID 
7 mo 1B m 74D 74D m 264 2734 a� 0983 08ID ; 
8 1Zl0 t;m 1Zl3 ID) im 'G E2 2i36 aw '091:B 08I5 
9 1'00 1156 ffl6 ID) im 129 261 2i36 a-m> 091B 08I5 
1) 1llO 1)1.5 � 7ZD 7B) 125 'H,.7 'Z/37 am Q9IB 08W 
11 mo 93 g) 7ZD 7B) 125 '4£7 'Z/37 a-ms Q9IB 08W 
12 E20 ffi E2 7JD 7B) 125 '4£7 2lJ8 a� 09IB OIDS 
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Table F.10. Power and Weight calculations for the 75-Degree Strake Configuration 
IRt\. � NPo lf)ALT lf>A.T tPiat,�· Fuel \l\fua_ � � 
2400 2.«D 35 2BJ fa) 4m.OO 100 114) 628).74 6247.74 
2400 2400 � 23) .fl) 454.35 ' 1a3 1128 6268.74 6247.74 
2.«D 24D 31 210 42) 414.91 187 112'2 6262.74 6247.74 
2.«D 24D 29 1m 31, 331.ffi 184 1104 6244.74 6247.74 
24D 24D 'Z7 175 3f:O 3c6.11 183 1cm 6'238.74 6247.74 
24D 24D 25 173 3t6 342.34 182 1cm 6232.74 6247.74 
24D 24D Z3 148 200 2m07 181 1cm �.74 6247.74 
24D 24D 21 135 270 451.'31 100 1cm 6ZZ0.74 6247.74 
2.«D 24D 19 121 242 231.73 179 '1074 6214.74 6247.74 
2.«D 24D 17 112 224 22200 178 1cm 6200.74 6247.74 
24D 24)) 15 100 3l) 193.3) 177 1002 62al.74 6247.74 
2.«D 24)) 17.5 1 14 228 2!3.01 100 1cm 6148.74 6247.74 
2.«D 2.m 34 245 400 Ql.ol 1ffi 9l> 6136.74 6247.74 
2.«D 2.«D 31.5 24) 400 .ffl.32 164 004 6124.74 6247.74 
24D 2.«D 3) 238 476 454.01 163 978 6118.74 6247.74 
2.«D 2.«D Zl.5 all .«X) E.53 162 gr;_ 6112.74 6247.74 
24D 2.«D 25.5 18.5 370 331.Y 161 9f> 51a,_74 6247.74 
2.«D 24D 24 170 3«) 332.13 100 � 6100.74 6247.74 
24)) 2.«D 22 100 � 328.� 163 � EDM.74 6247.74 
I 
2.«D 2.«D 2) 143 2ffi 'Z19.51 158 '948 Elm.74 6247.74 
24D 24:D 18 133 252 243.41 157 I 942 mrz.74 ' 6247.74 
2400 2.«D 155 112 2'24 219.28 1f.6 g!) I EIJ76.74 6247.74 
2400 2.«D 13.5 m 100 182.CB 155 93:) EIJ70.74 6247.74 
2.«D 2400 16 100 210 �61 1ffi gl) EIJ70.74 6247.74 
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Ylllw. � ""kw.. 
1CXXXXXXXD � 177.fn 
9SlXXXXX) 8)187 175.$ 
9XXXXXXD 7fBfl 17J.21 
8fDlllXI) 73187 170.75 
axxmm f!fJ!J57 168.18 
7mmX) EB187 1ffi.49 
7aXDXXX) fIBil 162.ffi 
mxmD 52187 153.14 
faXXXXXX) 4ffi87 149.53 
4SXXXXXD 45187 1�ffi 
«mmD 41687 141.42 
3mxxxD 38187 1�78 
3mxxxD 38187 1�.78 
DXXXXXD 34687 131.61 
mxxxm ZlfJfl 11a� 
1amxm 'Dir! 100.00 
� 1� 97.40 
amxm 18287 94.57 
7tXXXJlX) 18587 91.47 
amxm 17887 &101 
sxmm 17187 84.00 
4CXXDlX) 16487 79.53 
mxxm 15787 74.01 




























Table F.12. Lift Coefficients, Thrust, Lift to Drag Ratio, Range and Endurance 
Calculations for the 75-Degree Strake Configuration 
� 
�2 
FR Co I.JD VIWIE PMGE 
0.2562 O.Cl>56 715.77 0.0293 8.77 0 0 
0.2623 0.0088 703.66 0.0295 8.91 1 17 231 
0.2693 0.0725 691 .38 0.0298 9.03 
0.2783 0.0763 678.96 0.0301 9.20 VENIIW«E PENUWCE 
0.2845 0.0800 686.38 0.0305 9.36 0 205 
0.2935 0.0862 653.67 0.0309 9.53 95 205 
0.3036 0.0921 640.84 0.0313 9.72 
0.3421 0.1 170 601.87 0.0332 10.34 UD N'AX  a.. 
0.3585 0.1285 588.91 0.0341 10.55 1 1 .558 0.56 
0.3775 0.1425 576.14 0.0351 10.78 
0.4CXX> 0.1600 563.75 0.0365 11 .00 
0.4239 0.1797 552.08 0.0382 11 .14 
0.4231 0.179) 552.08 0.0382 11 .12 
0.4$1 0.20fl> 541.66 0.0405 11 .31 
0.5580 0.3114 529.52 0.0484 1 1 .56 
0.7884 0.6216 559.52 0.0724 10.92 
0.8:m 0.6893 569.83 a.om 10.72 
0.8797 0.7740 583.23 0.0844 10.46 
0.9396 0.8828 600.87 0.0929 10. 14 
1 .0138 1 .0279 624.57 0.1043 9.75 
1 .1005 1 .2310 657.41 0.1203 9.25 
1 .2393 1 .5358 705.07 0.1442 8.62 
1 .4296 20436 779.57 0.1841 7.79 
1 .7508 3.Cl,5.5 912.44 0.2639 6.6.5 
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APPENDIX G 
Navajo Weight and Balance Information 
Baseline Configuration 
Table F.1. Weight and Balance for the Baseline Configuration 
V\lhieght a,d Bala,ce N11UT 
Piper PA-31, Navajo 
Date: 
Aira-aft Tail Nl.lli)er. N1 1 UT  
pilot: Dr. Kirrberlin 
Cortiwration: dean 
CG locatiai: 131 . 1  
Taal V\eight: 6165.74 
Positia,: center left 
Fliaht Test BASELINE 
Item VVeight lbs. · fuel gallons Arm-Inches Moment 
Basic Airaaft 4570.74' 128.0 585237.5493 
Pilots Seat 185 1 19.0 22015 
• ccpilots seat 1 19.0 0 
seat 3 155 159.0 24645 
sear 4 180 159.0 2ffi20 
seat s 198.0 0 
seat 6 198.0 0 
seat 7  229.0 0 
seat a 242.0 0 
inb fuel 420 70 126.8 53293 
out boa"d fuel 630 105 148.0 93240 
F\Yd Na:elle :- ■ - 25 43.0 1075 
Taal V\eig,t 6165.74 131 . 1  000088.5493 
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60-Degree Strake Configuration 
Table F.2. Weight and Balance for the 60-Degree Starke Configuration 
Whieght and Balance N11 UT 
Piper PA-31 . Navajo 
Date: 
Aircraft Tail Number: N1 1 UT  
pilot: Dr. Kint>er1in 
Confiauration: dean 
CG location: 131 . 1  
Total Weight: 6165.74 
Position: center left 
Flight Test 60-DEGREE STRAKES 
Item Weight lbs. fuel gallons Ann-Inches Moment 
Basic Aircraft 4570.74 128.0 585237.5496 
Pi lots Seat 185 1 1 9.0  22015 
copilots seat 1 19.0 0 
seat 3 155 159.0 24645 
sear 4 180 159.0 20020 
seat s 198.0 0 
seat 6 198.0 0 
seat 7 229.0 0 
seat a 242.0 0 
inb fuel 420 70 126.8 53256 
out board fuel 630 105 148.0 93240 
Fwd Nacelle - - •8 25 43.0 1075 
Total Weight 6165.74 131 . 1  808088.5496 
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75-Degree Strake Configuration 
Table F.3. Weight and Balance for the 75-Degree Strake Configuration 
\Nhieght and Balance N11 UT 
Piper PA-31 , Navajo 
Date: 
Araaft Tail � N1 1UT 
pilot: Dr. Kirrber1in 
Confiwration: dean 
CG location: 131 . 1  
T cxal V\ealt: 6165.74 
Positia,: center left 
Fliaht Test 75-DEGREE STR6J<ES 
Item V\leight lbs. fuel gallons Arm-Inches IVloment 
Basic Araaft 4570.74 128.0 585237 .5496 
Pilots Seat 185 1 19.0 22015 
cooilots seat _ _ , 1 19.0 0 
seat 3  155 159.0 24645 
sear 4  180 159.0 28620 
seat s  198.0 0 
seat 6  198.0 0 
seat 7  229.0 0 
seat 8  242.0 . o 
inb fuel 420 70 126.8 53256 
out boa"d fuel 630 105 148.0 93240 
FY.d Nacelle :--- • - 25 43.0 1075 
.
. 
Tcial \l\egt,t 6165.74 131 . 1  800088.5496 
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